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A

S OUTDOOR EDUCATORS AND PROS—
guides, instructors, and coaches—we have
a unique opportunity to impact our clients
beyond what they expect to learn. They may want to
climb harder grades, learn how to lead, or how to face
their fears. Or, they may want to experience achieving
a goal or beautiful summit. Whatever their motivation,
as instructors, we should keep in mind that these are
the ends and not the means.
How many times have we heard clients say they
love climbing? Isn’t that the best motivation? Loving
climbing means they actually want to engage—
and engagement is the key to a fun and rewarding
experience. If we introduce processes that heighten
a love for climbing, our clients will enjoy a deeper
satisfaction, whether or not they reach the summit.
As instructors, we tend to know more than the
clients themselves about what it is they need to learn.
We know there’s more to climbing harder grades or
overcoming fears than physical training or tricks
and techniques. We’ve spent years analyzing our
climbing and others we’ve taught, which has led us
to understand more foundational processes that can
help. We need to teach them what we know they need
to learn. This lets them learn what they came for, just
not in the expected way.
Our goal is to face and address the mental challenges
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of guiding or instructing clients—to find the best ways
to create productive learning environments. Such
training can also bridge beyond climbing. Wouldn’t
it be nice if clients learned lessons in the mountains
that they could apply to general life? That’s a bonus
that reminds them of the great experience they had
and how cool climbing really is—the kind of experience
that creates returning clients.
Despite our deep knowledge, developing lessons
to help clients overcome mental blocks in a fun and
rewarding environment is often one of our greatest
challenges. I’ve chosen three case studies that highlight
the trials in creating such a teaching environment.
The first one addresses clients who get frustrated;
the second addresses clients who feel stuck; and the
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Clients just want to have fun.
They want to feel like they are
making progress.
third addresses clients who misperceive their actual level of
knowledge. These are three areas that are particularly tough
for guides/instructors because they often lead to clients
shutting down, halting their engagement. Finding ways to
get them going again is critically important.
Clients just want to have fun. They want to feel like they
are making progress. We can help them with these goals by
identifying and exposing limitations, then creating lessons
with small-engagement increments that give clients the
ability to see growth and therefore build confidence.
1. CLIENT FRUSTRATION
ELAINA ARENZ, AMGA ROCK GUIDE &
JEFF HEARN, AMGA SPI
In 2015, Elaina and Jeff, of New River Mountain Guides,
scheduled a trad camp at the New River Gorge, which
included learning to fall on self-placed gear. They had one
student (we’ll call her Jill) who was very resistant to the

exhale throughout the fall, look down, and assume a relaxed
“falling posture” with arms/legs shoulder-width apart and
bent. Focusing her attention on these elements helps develop
comfort with falling and effective ways to respond to falls.
Eventually, Jill took some one-meter toprope falls onto a
perfectly placed No. 1 Camalot. By the end of her practice,
she was able to do the exercise and had become visibly more
comfortable.
On debrief, though, she downplayed her progress, saying
things like, “Well, if it was an Alien there’s no way I would
have taken the fall.” Or: “I wouldn’t have taken the fall if it
was a pendulum.” She clearly wasn’t ready for either of those
situations. She cried and stated she hated trad climbing and
that breathing had no effect.
On day two, they ran her through falling drills again,
and she was more willing to engage, showing progress more
quickly, and without tears. She progressed to the point of
taking longer toprope falls of about three meters, but couldn’t
progress to lead falls. The learning process was clearly slower
for her than she would have liked, which frustrated her.
The breathing, looking down, and being aware of her body
position really helped her, though.

In order to help Jill, four things need to
happen:
1. Understand why Jill was frustrated. She
wasn’t progressing as quickly as she wanted.
2. Determine what mental realignment is
needed. Jill needed to understand that
progress is slow when dealing with fears, and
that she won’t simply overcome them in a day
or two.
3. Determine the right mental tools for Jill. She
needed to be curious about what her fear
had to teach her—to move into it instead of
running away from it.
4. Elaina and Jeff needed to give Jill specific
actions she could take to engage her fear. They
coached Jill to breathe, assume proper falling
posture, and look down to face her fear during
the fall.

falling exercises and required heavy coaching. Initially, Jill
was full of excuses and unwilling to engage in the practice.
She was timid, and very rigid in her body positioning. They
started Jill with toprope falls of about one meter. Knowing
how to engage your body is important. They instructed Jill to
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Jill, like many of our clients, is motivated to overcome her
fears. This points toward a desire to achieve an end result—
more natural, relaxed lead climbing. However, we hinder
progress if we equate how we feel about ourselves with the
outcomes we create. Jill was faced with a desire to overcome
fear of falling and felt frustrated about her inability to become
fearless quickly. It’s difficult for instructors to help clients
separate their identity from their performance. In fact, that’s
not our job—we aren’t trained therapists. All we can do is find
ways to keep clients engaged and shift their attention away
from the area of frustration, and toward possible solutions.
This is precisely what Elaina and Jeff did. They structured
the drill so the length of the fall would be a small amount
of stress—just enough so Jill could engage it, gradually
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increasing it in small increments. Then, they had her focus her attention in
her body during the fall itself. During debriefs, Elaina and Jeff continually
asked questions about what Jill had experienced during each fall. These were
“process questions,” not questions about achievement, and took Jill’s focus off
her disappointment about not making quick progress. This method helped Jill
to love climbing for the struggle it offers, and by the second day she was more
comfortable taking longer falls. Jeff and Elaina also gave Jill a tangible and
incremental process to continue to practice herself, surely leading to further
progress and an ongoing engagement with rock climbing.

While Sara hung, she and Jes discussed
factors in the situation that Sara could
control, such as her movement, her
breathing, and staying relaxed.
2. STUCK CLIENT
JES MEIRIS, AMGA ASSISTANT ROCK GUIDE
Jes teaches in a wide variety of situations. She coaches a climbing team in her
home base of Colorado Springs, Colorado, as well as guides, teaching groups
and individual clients in outdoor settings. She was working with a woman
(we’ll call her Sara) at a local sport-climbing crag near the Springs.
Their objectives for the day were for Sara to become a more proficient lead
climber, learn about anchor mechanics, learn to safely clean an anchor and
rappel, and learn to fall properly. That’s a lot of ground to cover. Jes suspected
that most of Sara’s issues would be mental and not physical, and revolve
around lead climbing. Sara was fit, climbed 5.10+ consistently in the gym, and
had some lead experience already.
They moved through their objectives, including some basic falling drills.
Toward the end of the day, Jes felt that Sara was capable of leading an easy
route safely. They roped up for a 5.5 single-pitch lead. Sara became scared low
on the climb and was hesitant to make moves too far above the first bolt and
face a near-groundfall. Understandable. So Jes pre-clipped the second bolt for
her. Sara climbed quickly and easily past the initial scary moves and to the
second bolt, but then her fear returned as soon as she began climbing past it.
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Sara was at a comfortable stance, so Jes coached her about distinguishing
between perceived risk and actual risk. In her mind, Sara had convinced
herself that she was going to die on this 5.5. In reality, she was more than
capable of doing the moves physically, and so her actual risk of physical harm
was extremely low. Sara engaged again after their brief discussion. She started
to climb, but again her worries took over, and she backed down. Jes had Sara
rest on the rope, to let her mind and body settle. While Sara hung, she and
Jes discussed factors in the situation that Sara could control, such as her
movement, her breathing, and staying relaxed.
In the end, Sara chose to back off. Jes was concerned that pushing Sara to
continue on lead would result in overwhelming her, causing her to tense up
and potentially hurt herself. Jes finished the route, and they practiced cleaning
the anchor and rappelling.

Four things need to happen here:
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1. Understand why Sara was stuck. The stress of lead climbing
was too great. This caused Sara to think in all-or-nothing ways:
“If I can’t do it all, then I’ll do nothing.”
2. Determine what mental realignment is needed. Learning occurs
in small steps.
3. Determine which mental tools are needed. Sara needed to find
little ways to engage the situation.
4. Sara needed tangible actions to take, in small steps.

Jes did great in all of these areas except the final one, a common mistake
among instructors. When a client is stuck, we need to find a stress increment
small enough to allow engagement. Certainly Jes began this process by clipping
the second bolt, but she needed to take it further, perhaps hanging extended
slings between bolts to create shorter fall consequences or setting up a semislack back-up toprope that would still allow Sara to engage on lead.
Jes helped Sara understand the difference between perceived and actual
risk: what she could control and what she couldn’t. Doing this helped Sara
shift her attention and build intellectual knowledge. Next, Sara needed
to demonstrate this knowledge by engaging the climb. By experiencing the
difference between perceived and actual risk—focusing on what she could
control—Sara left with an experience she could build on later. Sara learned
the other objectives of the day, made some progress with lead climbing, and
left satisfied with the experience.
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3. CLIENT MISPERCEPTION OF ABILITIES
JEFF LODAS, AMGA SPI
Jeff Lodas has his own guiding company (Lodas LLC) in California, teaching
indoor and outdoor clinics, primarily designed to help clients with mental
training. He’s especially practiced in how clients can misperceive their own
skill level, thinking they know more or less than they actually do. Either
scenario leads to misperceiving risk, keeping us from engaging in appropriate
endeavors or disengaging from inappropriate ones.
Jeff taught a mental-training clinic at the gym Planet Granite in the
California Bay Area earlier this year. To open, he determined how much falling
experience students had. Experienced climbers (5.11–5.12) have usually taken
some falls over the course of their careers. Even climbers of this grade, however,
resist falling and haven’t taken many falls. These falls generally establish poor
falling technique. He had one student (we’ll call him Bill) who climbed 5.11
and had taken a few falls. At the outset, Bill said he wasn’t afraid of falling,
but in reality he reacted fearfully, grabbing the rope, holding his breath, and
tensing up. Jeff needed to meet Bill where he actually was with his falling
experience, not where he said he was. Bill basically needed to start all over
again, with short toprope falls, and work up slowly from there; his old, limiting
habits needed to be rewritten. Jeff coached Bill to breathe throughout the fall,
look down into the fall zone, and assume proper falling posture so he remained
relaxed. When Bill finally did the falls correctly, he experienced how much
easier and safer it could be.
Jeff also had a novice climber (we’ll call him Fred) who climbed 5.10 and
had no falling experience. Fred was challenged to take falls, but in a different
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way: Unlike Bill, he felt there was no way he could take a lead fall. So Jeff
set up incremental falling exercises, starting with short toprope falls then
building up to longer toprope falls and finally to lead falls, that allowed Fred to
begin processing his misperception. Since he had no falling experience, there
were no limiting habits ingrained yet, and within just a few repetitions, Fred
had already begun to ingrain effective falling habits and had found that his
fears were groundless.

Four things need to happen here:
1. Understand why clients misperceive what they know. They lack
experience or have experiences that aren’t true representations of
effective, safe climbing skills.
2. Determine what mental realignment is needed. Their knowing
needs to be based on accurate experiential knowledge. Bill had
experience, but that experience interfered with learning how to
fall correctly.
3. Determine which mental tools are needed. Jeff needed to get Bill’s
commitment to engage the incremental falling drills even if he
thought it was silly to begin with short toprope falls. Meanwhile,
Fred didn’t have experience, so he simply needed to understand
that Jeff would teach him in a slow, incremental way.
4. Help clients understand which actions to take during drills. They
needed to stop thinking and observe their breathing and how
they engaged their bodies. This was easier for Fred, as he had no
preconceptions or ingrained limiting habits. Bill needed more work
to unlearn his old habits, and relearn the new process.
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Both the experienced and novice climber alike had
misperceived what they knew. Bill knew less than he thought
he did while Fred knew more than he thought he did. As
instructors, we need to be especially aware of the former
scenario, as it’s all too common for limiting habits to take
root in semi-experienced climbers.

We’ve focused on instruction in these case studies, but these
mental challenges also occur when guiding. Clients may
get frustrated because they’re moving too slowly and won’t
achieve the objective by the end of the day. Guides need to
shift clients’ attention to enjoying and valuing the climbing
challenge. Then, outline steps they can take to meet their
objective next time. Or, clients may be stuck, not being able
to make a move to continue. They get discouraged thinking
about all the effort that still needs to be achieved by the end
of the day. Guides need to find little ways clients can engage
the rock that is right in front of them. Taking a step up to test
various options can get them moving again. And, of course,
life lessons are a bonus. Wouldn’t it be nice if clients were
less frustrated or didn’t feel stuck in their lives? Enjoying the
challenges life offers and finding little ways to engage them
gets life moving forward.

Wouldn’t it be nice if clients
were less frustrated or didn’t
feel stuck in their lives?
Enjoying the challenges life
offers and finding little ways to
engage them gets life moving
forward.
By
determining
small-engagement
increments,
emphasizing what to focus on, and giving them tangible
tools to take action, we shift their experience to the process
of climbing, and away from simply achievement. We realign
their motivation and how they approach challenges. Doing
this makes our clients more effective in learning skills,
allows them to make progress, and sends them home having
had a fun and engaging experience. They learn what they
need to learn, just not in the way they expected to learn it. «
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